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3rd Project Meeting in Brilon

3/7 October

The Italian team ( three teachers Alessia Cazzola Nicoletta Pattini and Marina Calcagno) arrived in Brilon in the afternoon 

and were welcomed by the German coordinator Jurgen Mahler.

In the evening we took part in a dinner party organized at the coordinator’s place where we had the opportunity to greet 

and meet the other teams and taste some delicious German  food.

In the followiing 3 days the eight European teams were engaged in some pleasant activities, such as :

 Tour of the school

 Introduction to the students gathered in the schoolyard during the break 

 Guided tour of the town

 Meeting with the town Mayor who illustrated  Brilon’s tourist attractions and its economic  and industrial history.

 Guided tour of a near historical town

 Group cooking event during which we prepared and tasted some typical German  recipes

A part from these  activities, the European team mainly  worked hard and discussed thoroughly  about:

 The dates for next meeting in Italy . The European teams eventually  agreed on the first week of May (2/6 May)

 The topics for the new maths lessons. Each country proposed  its own contents which were approved by the other 

teams

 Framework and contents of the Methodological Moodle Guide



The European teams meet the German students



The students listening to each country ‘s introduction



Touring the school



The teachers’ room



One of the school labs



Another interesting lab



A drawing class



At the town hall with the Mayor



Guided tour of the 

town



Group cooking event



Everybody very busy!



WORKING TIME : assessing the work done



Discussing the Moodle Guide Frame 

work



Working time: a short break for pictures



We are waiting for you in Italy

2/6   MAY


